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Good morning, Topaz! Well done for completing two days of 

lovely work so far this week! It has been great to see. 

Today, we have some Maths, English and RE for you to do at 

home. We look forward to seeing what you complete! There is also 

an Open the Book assembly for you to watch if you would like. 

In maths, we will be developing our understanding of making 

equal groups and sharing. Here is a video link that you could 

watch, which should help you to complete the maths sheet.  

https://vimeo.com/492603633 

Remember, if you finish early there are some other challenge 

questions that you could do, or you could do some practice of 

Times Table Rockstars, or your own times table practice. If you 

find the sheet a little tricky, focus on just the first 4 questions. 

In English today, we are going to continue our learning about 

non-chronological reports. Yesterday, you learnt real facts about 

snails and showed your information in a non-chronological report 

and today we are going to use that learning to help us write one 

about the Humpback Whale. There is a video to watch first, which 

will tell you about Humpback whales. Here is the link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joBvuEJyUd0 

Please make sure an adult is with you when you watch anything on You 

tube. 

Or, if you prefer, you could research Humpback whales in your 

own way. Then, you are going to write about what you have 

learnt. Remind yourself of the ‘Key features of a non-

chronological report’ sheet from yesterday, as well as the model 

text of a non-chronological report from yesterday.  

Then, you are going to write your report. Some of the questions 

you might like to answer in your report are: What does a whale 

look like? What is its habitat like? How do they feed and catch 

fish? How do whales breathe? What are baby whales like? What 

is whaling?  

https://vimeo.com/492603633
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joBvuEJyUd0


Again, there is the choice of two non-chronological report 

templates which you could use to write your report on. 

Alternatively, you could create your own layout on your own 

paper.  

This afternoon, we have our RE session. This week, continuing 

with our unit on Mosques, we are going to focus on the 

question: How does a mosque give Muslims a sense of 

belonging? First, there is a video to watch: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02mwjhx 

In the video, you will be able to spot different things that help 

Muslims to feel a sense of belonging. When you have watched the 

video, you can record your ideas on the recording sheet, either 

with pictures to represent the ideas, or with writing. Then there is 

a template of a Mosque for you to make. When you are making it, 

see which features you recognise from our previous learning. 

Before you assemble the model, you can carefully colour it. 

The assembly today is from the theme of Justice. The video is 

called, ‘Something very special’ and it tells the story of John the 

Baptist and his mission to tell people from the various walks of 

society how they should live and also to prepare the way and 

introduce Jesus to them. This is the link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_yQv80tN2s&feature=youtu.be 

Please make sure an adult is with you when you watch anything on You 

tube. 

We look forward to seeing how you get on! 

From,  

Mrs Wilson and Mrs Foxwell. 
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